Sustainable bamboo blinds give the home an
edge
As a beautiful and sustainable alternative other products on the market, Color & Co offers
beautiful bamboo roller blinds in Scandinavia.
Imagine a plant that can grow over a meter in a day, while converting 35% more CO2 into oxygen
than an average tree. Such a sustainable wonder plant is bamboo, and it can beautify your window
sections and walls or screens for the sun on the patio. As the only people in Denmark, Color & Co
offers designed bamboo roller blinds.
Strong sustainable material
In China, bamboo has been known for millennia as an extremely sustainable material that can be
used for everything from house building and crafts to instruments and… yes, blinds. Ancient
Chinese hardly knew that bamboo has a record in producing oxygen to the atmosphere. But we
can enjoy that today, where the CO2 accounts are of great importance to our planet. In turn, they
knew very well that bamboo has galloping growths. We can also enjoy that today as timber is a
scarce resource. Bamboo only needs to grow for 4-6 years before it can be harvested, while an oak
tree in comparison can take 50 years to grow big.
A classic in a new design
Danes who remember the 1970s may well remember the classic thin bamboo roller blind. Color &
Co has selected a range of products to bring them back to a more modern look.
You can choose the blind that gives your home the edge. With thick, thin or mixed slats. The
curtains have a coverage from 25 percent up to 98 percent. They are also available in colours such
as nature, brown, gray, white and black - and they are either stained, painted or natural. Short
blinds for the window or long ones for doors or room dividers.
“We are pleased to provide everyone with a beautiful alternative to the wooden blind. A blind that
give the home a personal fingerprint, we believe in sustainability and natural materials in a Nordic
design ”says Sofie Flachs Melson, who runs Color & Co together with her sister Rikke Flachs.
For more information on Color & Co's blinds in bamboo, just call +45 71 71 71 72 or send us an
email at info@colorco.dk.
Color & Co, Teglgården 31, 3460 Birkerød, Tel. +45 71 99 71 72, https://colorco.dk,
info@colorco.dk
BOX
Room divider: A smart and stylish way to divide its space. The room divider can easily be rolled up
if you do not need it for periods.
BOX
Child safe design

Color and Co's bamboo roller blinds are certified with EU safety marking for curtains EN 13120.
The purpose of the labeling is to minimize the risk of children seriously injuring the leash.
BOX
We wanted to contribute toward a more environmentally-friendly world, and we wanted to create
the best conditions for future generations. We are passionate about sustainability, which is
expressed in our products.

